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Ongoing Renewal of the ELE Curriculum

ELE KLA CG (P1–S6) (2017)

‘…assigning quality homework to provide language practice in 

meaningful contexts, instead of meaningless mechanical drills…’

‘…adapt textbooks and other language learning resources, and supplement 

them with interesting authentic materials and e-resources to suit students’ 

needs and foster the development of a broader range of literacy skills…’

‘…formulate an assessment and homework policy that promotes 

“assessment for learning” (AfL) and “assessment as learning” (AaL)…’

‘…strengthening values education through the use of a wide array of learning 

and teaching resources which provide contexts for students to explore a wealth of 

value-laden issues and stimuli for critical and imaginative responses…’



Ongoing Renewal of the ELE Curriculum

PECG (Pilot Version) (2022)
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‘…all primary schools will continue to build on their progress and 

strengths accomplished over the years, deepen the outcomes of good 

practices, focus on the major directions and major renewed emphases, and sustain 

the momentum of “Learning to Learn 2+” in light of students’ learning progress…’

‘…providing students with diversified, appropriate and meaningful learning experiences…’



School background



Optimising Reading-to-Writing Cycles

Illustration taken from PECG (Pilot Version) (2022)

Making more coherent connections between reading (as input) and writing (as output) 
through selecting, integrating, and adapting various types of resources,

such that students are provided with 
(i) diversified, age-appropriate and meaningful learning experiences and 

(ii) opportunities to be exposed to, and use, English purposefully. 

Selection, Integration, Adaptation 



Key Optimising Principles
(to guide and sustain curriculum renewal)

Facilitating peer 

appreciation and 

learning

Creating 
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through cross-curricular and 

experiential learning



Highlights from Primary 3



General sequence: 
“from reading to writing” to complement textbook learning

Textbook

Writing Task

Vocabulary  Input：angry, excited, sad,
scared, surprised, worried (feeling words) 
Language focus:
I  swam in the sea. (use of past tense)
Text type: Diary
Writing Task : My Mother’s Day

Textbook: Longman Leap
Module: Caring and sharing 
Chapter 3: When I was little
Chapter 4: Happy weekend

Reading and Writing Booklet & 
classroom-based activities



Text grammar (Modelling text & deconstruction)

Modelling text and text exploration
‘…understand the features associated with a 
particular text type [i.e. Reading] and apply the 
knowledge acquired in writing and creating 
relevant texts [i.e. Writing]…’

(ELE KLA CG, 2017)

Teaching and Learning Cycle (Rothery, 1996)

Rothery, J. 1996. ‘Making changes developing an educational linguistics’ 

inR.Hasan and G.Williams (eds.). Literacy in Society. London: Longman.



‘…provide opportunities for children to learn the language through 
multisensory exploration and expose them to pleasurable and age-

appropriate English activities (e.g. games, songs) rather than teach it formally…’ 
(ELE KLA CG, 2017)

Adopting age-appropriate pedagogies 

Warm-up game

Treasure hunt game

Movie 1.mp4


Use of games and songs SENTENCE LEVEL

- Word dices were made. Students 
made simple sentences by 
throwing the dices. They liked this 
game very much. 



Past Tense Song
(a collaborative activity)

listen, listened; stay, stayed; jump, 

jumped; play, played; talk, talked; look, 

looked. Please add ‘e-d’. 

chat, chatted; clap, clapped; skip, 

skipped; hop, hopped; pat, patted; stop, 

stopped. Add ‘t’ or ‘p’ and ‘e-d’. 

tidy, tidied; dry, dried; try, tried; fry, 

fried; study, studied; cry, cried. 

Change ‘y’ to ‘i-e-d’. 

give, gave; sing, sang; drink, drank; 

swim, swam; draw, drew; ride, rode. You 

need to change the vowel. 

Source: Longman Leap, 3B

Tune: Skip to my lou

‘…appreciate the beauty of the language through enjoying 
singing English songs and reading simple rhymes…’

(ELE KLA CG, 2017)

Students from the four classes sang the past tense 
song together with simple gestures.  This enables 
them to deepen their learning of the simple past 

tense form in a fun and pleasurable way!



Fostering learning with incremental scaffolding 

A process of enablement 
Word level

Sentence level

Paragraph level

Text level

‘…teachers need to conduct appropriate pre-task, while-task and post-task activities to engage 
students in constructing knowledge actively and progressively, as well as to provide 
appropriate support and scaffolding to facilitate students’ successful completion of the tasks…’

(ELE KLA CG, 2017)



Fostering learning with incremental scaffolding 
Language Focus: Feeing words and supporting details 



Fostering learning with incremental scaffolding 
Mini-writing activities & cumulative learning



Group Writing Task: What happened last Thursday?

Connecting language learning and teaching to real life



What happened last Thursday?

Use of the simple past form is 
now meaningfully relevant to 

their everyday lives 

Promotion of pupil participation and 
peer learning through group activities 

(i.e. writing circles and group presentations)

Movie 2.mp4
Movie 3.mp4


What happened last Thursday?



EVIDENCE OF STUDENT LEARNING



Content
quantity of output & willingness to communicate 

1st term Writing 1

1st term Writing 2

2nd term Writing 3



Content
Richness of expression & supporting details

Feelings + actions



Language & Organisation
uptake of the target vocabulary and structures

Supporting details for feelings

Consistent use of simple past form

Use of time phrases
(to promote textual cohesion)



Language & Organisation
Accuracy & Fluency 
Supporting details for feelings

(from another piece of writing)



Language & Organisation
uptake of the target vocabulary and structures

Supporting details for feelings

Consistent use of the simple past form

Use of time phrases
(to promote textual cohesion)



Attitude towards learning English 



Highlights from Primary 4



General sequence: 
“from reading to writing” to complement textbook learning

Textbook

Writing Task

Vocabulary  Input: Places, electrical appliances
Language focus: Past tense, infinite pronouns, Use of ‘When’
Text type: A Time Travel Journal
Writing Task : My Time Travel Journal

Textbook: Longman Leap
Module: Changes
Chapter 3: Growing Up
Chapter 4: In the Old Days

Differentiated Reading and Writing 
Booklets & learning activities

Writing Task : My Time Travel Journal



Enriching students’ reading experiences – time travel journal

Passage in the textbook
Supplemented with CoSpaces

(a virtual reality, multimodal experience)



Supplemented with CoSpaces

‘…teachers can integrate e-learning in the design of learning, 
teaching and assessment activities to complement the 
traditional mode of learning, enhance learning and teaching 
effectiveness, and accommodate the diverse needs of students.…’

(ELE KLA CG, 2017)

‘…students read/view printed 
and multimodal texts to 
locate relevant information and 
main ideas and present them 
through different media.…’

(ELE KLA CG, 2017)

Lai Chi Kok
Amusement Park



Supplemented with CoSpaces

Old Kowloon City

Old Tai Po Market Station



Life-wide and cross-curricular learning 
(with the subject of GS)  

Through this, students could learn 
more about the study hall and 

education system in old Hong Kong.



Teaching of the modelling text – time travel journal
Deconstruction of the modelling text

Setting of 
mission

Captions

Opening

Main body

Ending



Setting of 
mission

Captions

Opening

Main body

Ending

It should be noted that the modelling 

texts were strategically adapted to 

cater for learner diversity, as well as to 

build upon previous student learning. 

Teaching of the modelling text – time travel journal
Deconstruction of the modelling text



Infusing values education into ELE

Thank-you note

Reading Corner

Written & illustrated by Shel Silverstein; 
Published by HarperCollins



Infuse the values of not 
giving up in hard times

Introduce quotes and books

Infusing values education into ELE



PerseveranceGratitude

Infusing values education into ELE



Final product:
A Travel Journal

Connecting students’ reading and 
writing experiences

Gradual release of 
responsibility 



Creating opportunities to practise assessment as learning

Electronic 
devices

KWL



Facilitating peer appreciation and learning

Good work sharing
Compile a booklet sharing 

students’ good work

Rewrite the ending with reflection 
(post-writing activity)



EVIDENCE OF STUDENT LEARNING



Findings from having 
interviewed a teacher

Evidence of learning



Include personal reflection 
in the ending

Evidence of learning



Evidence of learning

Photos from the 
Internet for 

writing captions

Include personal 
reflection in the ending



Chinese Journal

Expectation from teachers
+ Scaffolding + Self-directed learning + parental support

 A sense of attainment



Concluding thoughts

Illustration taken from PECG (Pilot Version) (2022)

As a guiding principle, making more coherent connections between 
reading (as input) and writing (as output) enables students to 
actively engage with and apply knowledge, skills, and values in ELE. 

Textbook resources

Electronic resources

School-based resources

Community resources

Other resources

Improved language 
learning outcomes 

(across CLO domains) 

Authentic and 
integrative 

language use

Selection, Integration, Adaptation 

Improved language 
learning motivation 

and attitudes
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